
 
 

 

GENERATING CREATIVE CONTENT VIA VALENTINES DAY 

“Beating All Expectations” 

 

Intro 

Brilio.net has emerged as the leading social content creator for millennials in Indonesia 

after massive growth to 

104 million pageviews in September 2016 since its launch in March 2015. 

 

Background 

Social media users love to share personal activities on the Internet, usually with  

photos and selfies, often with their partners. 

Seeing the popularity of love and romance categories and articles on the site, and with 

Valentine’s Day coming up, Brilio decided to launch a couple-themed socmed activity to 

increase the site’s traffic and awareness. 

The main purpose was to create a successful UGC contest and increase Brilio’s Instagram 

following, as well as leveraging viral content and activities to create more brand awareness. 

 

Solutions 

We focused specifically on Instagram 

and promoted through Facebook, Twitter, mobile & desktop sites, and a microsite. 

We offering cash prizes to draw in participants; 

Grand prize: IDR 15 million for the Best Couple 

IDR 10 million each for 2 (two) Best Boyfriends 

IDR 10 million each for 2 (two) Best Girlfriends 

IDR 5 million each for 5 (five) weekly winners. 



 
 

To promote the campaign, Brilio also collaborated with content creators and social media 

influencers. 

We’ve learned that long-period challenges eventually fall into stagnation, and in that time, 

the participants, posts, and followers will fall off a cliff.  

To keep interest high we had weekly winners as well as monthly winners (who got the 

grand prize!). This kept people sending photos all the way to the end. 

We had our microsite (http://29haribikiniri.brilio.net/#home) to keep participants and the 

audience updated. 

There, they could browse details about the competition and keep up with posts and daily 

activity. 

We also posted several daily articles related to 

the challenges, and articles about relationships in general. 

 

Details of implementation 

Participants included married and unmarried couples, and each couple entered the 

challenge as a team. They had to have an active Instagram account to be eligible to enter.  

In order to win a prize, they have to submit no less than 13 challenges as a minimum 

participation for one team. The requirements were 4 (four) Boyfriend challenges, 4 (four) 

Girlfriend challenges, and 5 (five) Couple challenges posted by both couple’s account. Each 

participant had to follow Brilio’s IG account, and regram Brilio “buzz promo” material 

through their personal accounts and tag a minimum of 5 IG friends (i.e. a 1-team blast to 10 

people). They also have to include a challenge promotion in their captions (referring to 

Brilio’s captions). 

 

The participants’ journey 

Daily challenges were uploaded through Brilio’s IG (along with a sample post) and on the 

microsite. Participant are allowed to use their old stock photos. Every challenge had to be 

completed in one day; a day’s challenge expires at the following day. Participants 

had to mention and tag Brilio’s IG account and their partners’ with specific hashtags, such 

as #Briliodotnet #TantanganBrilio #Tantangan29Hari #BikinIriDayX. 



 
 

Participants used their own creative vision and creativities to cope with day to day 

challenges. 

 

Key strategy points 

Valentine’s Day served as a mid-period boost injection to keep interest and momentum in 

love and couples high! 

Good communication between Brilio and the participants was crucial to keeping them on 

track. This meant taking the time to answer questions, solve problems and respond to 

complaints. This kept the participants going! 

 

Results 

By February 29th, 2016, the team had managed to hit some targets – and exceed others.  

The main impact was on Instagram followers. Brilio effectively saw a 46% jump in 

Instagram followers during the first week of the challenge, with an average 132 new 

followers per day. At the end of the period, Brilio’s following had doubled 3,841. 

The highest interaction rate was 354 posts per day, with an average of 150 posts per day. 

Highest interaction was on weekends.  

We saw 4,400 posts during the competition – far beyond any expectation.   


